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Phares to Fox News: "Iran's regime has no intention to stop the strategic nuclear system while Washington is making
mistake afte mistake"

In an interview with Fox News, Dr Walid Phares said "it is clear that the Iranian regime has no strategic intention to end
the nuclear strategic system it is building, while the US Administration is making mistake after mistake."
In an interview with Fox News, Dr Walid Phares said "it is clear that the Iranian regime has no strategic intention to end
the nuclear strategic system it is building, while the US Administration is making mistake after mistake."
Phares said "it has been nine years that the Iranian regime has been building the nuclear strategic system and has never
changed course, six years since Washington has adopted the sanctions and negotiations tactic and wasn't able to
change Tehran's behavior and it has been one year since the Obama Administration has cut an interim nuclear deal with
Iran's regime and the UN is saying that no results have been detected. The UN has an experience with countries who
wanted to let go of their nuclear material and systems. When South Africa and Ukraine asked the UN to remove such
material it took few months before the matter was settled. Iran has never settled the matter for years."
Phares added that Tehran has given two evidence that it won't let go of its program. One it has been building long range
missiles only designed for WMDs and nuclear weapons, and on thbe other hand the regime tasked the Pasdaran and the
intelligence service to be in control of the nuclear program. That's tells you about the intentions of the regime."
Regarding the mistakes of the US Administration, Phare said "Washington made two big mistakes, one was to transfer a
billion dollars to the Iranian regime in return of nothing tangible and second, the Administration abandoned the Iranian
opposition before Iran makes any concession. We have nothing to pressure the regime with anymore."

http://video.foxnews.com/v/3901929065001/phares-irans-actions-speak-louder-than-words/#sp=show-clips
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